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Imarex NOS to raise capital with private placement
Derivatives player Imarex NOS is
to launch a private placement of
shares to raise fresh capital for expansion.
The Oslo-listed company will
issue 1,032,200 new shares to
“professional investors in Norway”, equivalent to around 10%

of the company, in the first financial transaction since Imarex and
NOS merged last year.
The subscription price has
been set at NOK 85.50 ($13.80)
per share.
Total proceeds will amount to
NOK 88m ($14.1m), which will

be used to fund growth in the
market place and exchange and
over-the-counter (OTC) brokerage, says the company.
Developments will be announced in “the next few
months”, it says.
The company, which counts

John Fredriksen as its largest
shareholder, recently announced
strong profits for the year just
completed.
Revenues rose 45% to NOK
151m in 2006, while profits doubled from NOK 11.2m to NOK
22.5m.
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Limits to cover
could be costly
A decision by P&I
clubs to limit cover
on passengerships
could leave the
financial markets
picking up the bill.
Jim Mulrenan

London

A reduction in insurance cover
for cruiseships and ferries may
have unexpected consequences
for the financing of expensive
passengerships.
The risk that the protection
and-indemnity (P&I) clubs’ deci
sion to limit cover for passenger
death or injury to $2bn could
leave the financial markets pick
ing up the bill was highlighted
this week by Graham Barnes.
Barnes — a veteran broker
whose BankServe Insurance Ser
vices is the best-known specialist
in mortgagees interest insurance
and other products for lenders
and investors to the marine mar
ket — has written to his clients
warning of the increased risk.
The leading cruise operators
often finance vessels through se
curitised bonds rather than tradi

tional ship mortgagees. US pen
sion funds are major investors in
these bonds, which are seen as
safe houses for their funds be
cause of the favourable ratings of
the cruise groups.
But Barnes feels it is pretty un
likely that these funds realise that
since the 20 February renewal of
P&I cover they have effectively
been underwriting part of the risk
of a passenger-shipping catastro
phe.
The main restriction on P&I
cover was previously a $1bn limit
for oil spills with $5.5bn avail
able for most other claims includ
ing that of a Titanic or even larg
er-scale disaster.
The $2bn limit on passenger
cover was brought in as the maxi
mum liability for death or injury
is due to rise dramatically under
a new protocol to the Athens con
vention, which also had the effect
of stirring up cargoship owners’
concerns about the potentially
huge claims that could result
from a major cruiseship or ferry
disaster.
The restriction on passenger
cover to $2bn, which rises to a
combined limit of $3bn with
crew liabilities, means that P&I
cover would not be sufficient to
meet the full Athens protocol
limits for a ship carrying less than
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Total losses down but partial losses up

The Gard insurance group has recruited Steinar Jorgensen, a longtime senior underwriter at rival
Norwegian Hull Club.
Jorgensen, who specialised
in Greek, Turkish and Cypriot accounts as well as domestic business at the Norwegian Hull Club,
will write hull and machinery
business out of Gard’s Oslo office.
Jorgensen, who spent 13 years
at the Norwegian Hull Club
and its predecessor organisations, is described by Gard senior
vice-president Bjornar Andresen
as having a depth of expertise
that would be a “great asset”
to further developing client
services.

A big improvement in total losses
of ships is reported by the International Union of Marine Insurance
(IUMI) in the first of a new series
of statistics on the casualty record
of the world fleet.
IUMI is tempering the good
news with a warning that partial
losses are continuing to increase,
with machinery damage as the
most frequent cause.
The organisation reports that total losses have halved over recent
years but partial losses have trebled with machinery damage accounting for 35%, grounding 25%
and collision and contact damage
at just over 20%. IUMI says that
total losses ran to 0.1% of the
world fleet in 2006, down from
0.3% in 1996 and 0.5% in 1990.
Partial losses reported by IUMI totalled 685 vessels in 2006, as compared with 225 in 1998.
The statistical reports are part of
the IUMI initiative to speed up
publication of casualty informa-
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Gard recruits
top underwriter

TANKERS
••• The 12,700-dwt tanker
Botany Tradewind (built
1986) is said to have been
sold to a buyer from Greece
for $7m.

Jim Mulrenan

London

tion and develop the organisation
as a “one-stop shop” for such data.
However, a weakness of the figures appears to be that they are derived from published accounts of
shipping incidents involving vessels of more than 500 gross tonnes
(gt) rather than casualties notified
to underwriters. So they lack
something of the authority that the
IUMI imprimatur might suggest,
probably underestimates actual
casualty levels and are vulnerable
to changes in reporting levels.
The headline conclusion that
total losses had tumbled to 67 last
year from 140 in 2000 and a peak
of 180 or so in the early 1990s is
heavily influenced by a category
of ships defined as “other cargo”
than improvement in the record of
bulkers or tankers. Other cargo accounted for perhaps half of total
vessel numbers in many years including the most recent.
Tonnage reported lost is down,
although IUMI puts total losses at
only 500,000 gt for 2006, with half
of this accounted for by bulkers

and a single capesize vessel, the
197,000-dwt Giant Step (built
1981), accounting for virtually
100,000 gt of this.
“The bottom line is that many
underwriters are struggling to
maintain premium income against
a tide of very costly claims that
show no sign of receding,” said
IUMI president Deirdre Littlefield.
The IUMI report indicates that
secondhand bulk carrier prices
have caught up and maybe even
surpassed newbuilding values at
an average of $700 per dwt.
Tanker values have changed
even more dramatically from parity at the turn of the decade to $800
per dwt for secondhand vessels
and just $650 per dwt for newbuildings. The report shows
Benelux repair yards as the most
expensive in the world followed
by the US, with Indonesia and
then China as the cheapest.
The IUMI statistical analysis can
be read in full on TradeWinds’s
website at www.tradewinds.no/
daily/article481669.ece

LEGAL BRIEFS
PSC detention costs
charterer $2.5m
South Korean shipowner STX Pan Ocean
thinks London arbitrators should award it
more than $2.5m after a ship it chartered
from an Iranian owner was caught out in a
port-state-control (PSC) detention.
The owner chartered the 43,000-dwt
lumber-carrying bulker Saba (built 1984)
from Teheran-based Bonyad Shipping for
four to six months in July 2006 and subchartered it to Changsung Shipping Co
Ltd, which subchartered it in turn to Contipac Shipping.
Arriving at Antwerp, the vessel was
stuck for 30 days with PSC problems.After
sailing to Tilbury in England, discharge operations were delayed after a crane broke
down, as did the hydraulic hatch covers.
After all the parties put their heads together and did the figures, STX Pan Ocean
reckons it is out by more than $2.5m, the
amount consisting in roughly equal parts
of overpaid hire, cargo-damage claims
plus interest and costs.

Panamax detention
spoils charter
Sealink Shipping of Shanghai claims a Taiwanese operator should be ordered to pay
$1.46m after a panamax charter went
wrong.
That is the amount of allegedly unpaid
hire, detention costs resulting from the
charterer’s “illegal acts”, interest and
lawyer bills.
Taipei-based Sunmall Marine Inc chartered the 64,000-dwt panamax Hamburg
Harmony (ex-Pearl of Kuwait, built
1981) from Sealink for six to eight months
at $25,150 per day and took delivery of
the ship on 26 December. However, the
ship was handed back on 15 February for
reasons not explained or alleged in the
court record.
The Chinese owner is also targeting
Honor Rise Enterprise Ltd as an alleged alter ego of Sunmall.A London arbitration is
threatened.

Two sue Chinese owner
Chinese general-cargo and feedership operator Fair Wind Shipping and affiliates
are being sued by a bunker supplier that
claims it is out millions in unpaid fuel bills.
Fratelli Cosulich Bunkers (HK) Ltd is
threatening a Hong Kong lawsuit over the
claim. In the meantime, the company is
trying to secure its claim in the US and in
pleadings there has listed pages of
bunkerings allegedly unpaid or paid late
over the past two years, with interest never paid.
The bunkerer wants to attach $2.15m in
Fair Wind assets, some $1.5m for 17 allegedly unpaid fuelings of the company’s
mostly chartered-in small general cargoships and containerships since December.
In an almost simultaneous action, a
shipowner is suing Qingdao-based Fair
Wind Group (HK) Ltd over claims it has
failed to pay freight and demurrage.
High Seas Shipping Ltd, as owner of the
21,000-dwt bulker Shan King (built
1984), is seeking to attach some $150,000
to cover the awards it hopes London arbitrators will give it.

Two sue chemical-tanker
owner
Two different chemical-tanker owners are
suing Malaysia’s Pacific Interlink claiming
the latter is holding back on demurrage
from voyages during 2006.
The Norwegian owner of the 28,000dwt chemical/products tanker Neptun
(ex-Bow Neptune, built 1976) has initiated a London arbitration and Danish-based
Norient Products Pool is threatening one
as well.
Each customer claims some $250,000 is
owed, respectively, for a charter of the Salhus Shipping-controlled Neptun and over
vegoil carried from Belawan to Odessa on
the 46,000-dwt STX Ace 2 (built 2006),
which was chartered from Norient.

